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Abstract—Over time Business Process has become an asset
for organization since it allows managing what happens within
their environments. It is possible to automate some activities of
the business process using information systems and accordingly
decrease the execution time and increase the production. How-
ever, information systems often suffer maintenance over time
and become obsolete and a re-engineering process is necessary.
In this case, the business knowledge, located more accurately
the reality in source code, should be maintained. Thereof, this
paper propose an approach to support the business process
recovery from source code. For this purpose, the approach uses
KDM standard with a set of heuristic rules to identify relevant
code elements to the business layer. As result, the models are
generated according to the BPMN specification that, together
with other artifacts, provide more subsidies to the professionals
involved. To evaluate the effectiveness of the approach, a case
study was performed in an Academic Management System.

Keywords-Business Process; Knowledge Discovery; Software
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I. INTRODUCTION

Business Process represent a set of activities performed

in an organization with the purpose of reaching a Business

Objective, i.e. a product or a service. These business process

provide a way to map the business goals about the best

way to be performed in different application domains and,

therefore, has become an asset in organization [1].

Moreover, business process support the development pro-

cess of information systems, constituting the stage of re-

quirements analysis and defining essential requirements to

achieve business goals [2].

Currently, most organizations use information systems

to automate some activities of the business process to

provide more agility in performing them [3]. Nonetheless,

information systems are not immune to the effects of time

and along several maintenance, tend to become obsolete in

their technologies [4]. It occurs due to the business domain

and the software domain are subject to constant change and

independent evolutions. While in the business domain, the

business process are adapted to meet the requirements of

customers, in the software domain, new features are added

to information systems to enhance competitiveness [5].

Along the changes, the information systems become in-

creasingly lagged and without documentation to assist the

maintenance [5]. For that reason, it is often necessary

to perform a software re-engineering process in order to

update it with new technologies and maintain the coherence

between the business process and the source code [6].

Nevertheless, perform a re-engineering process to rebuild

and information system is not trivial. For this, it is necessary

recover the business knowledge (i.e., the business process)

embedded into the system and this knowledge is found more

accurately the reality in source code, compared with the

system documentation and other artifacts [7].

The recovered business process may be used by organi-

zations in two ways: (I) to provide for business specialists

a better understanding of the operation of the organization;

and (II) to develop a new improved system to reduce the

effects of time. The improved system supports the current

business process and improves the Return On Investment

(ROI) once its useful life is increased [3].

Although great progress has been made in the Software

Re-engineering area, especially in the phase of Reverse En-

gineering, many challenges to improve this scenario remain.

The reverse engineering process can obtain abstract repre-

sentation of the system, including the business knowledge

representation, however, re-engineering projects rarely reach

the abstraction level of the business, reaching usually only

the system design level [8].

Therefore, tools for source code analysis become alterna-

tives to support the business process recovery embedded in

the source code and, thus, the Software Re-engineering.

Once this need is supplied, obtain reductions of time

and effort expended to perform this task, allowing redirect

resources to other tasks of the re-engineering process. Fur-

thermore, the generated artifacts (business process models)

together with other artifacts (source code, documentation,

etc.) provide more subsidies to the involved professionals

for understanding what the system does and thus boost the

re-engineering process.

Thereby, this paper proposes an approach to support

the business process recovery embedded in the information

system source code. The approach uses the Knowledge

Discovery Meta-model standard (KDM) together with a set

of heuristic rules to identify relevant code elements to the
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business layer and the Business Process Model and Notation

standard (BPMN) to represent them.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.

Section II presents the main concepts and technologies used

in the proposed approach; Section III describes the proposed

approach to support the business process recovery from

source code; Section IV evaluates the approach through a

case study; Section V discusses the related work; and finally,

Section VI concludes.

II. BACKGROUND

The following subsections introduces the two main con-

cepts to have a better understanding about the proposal: the

KDM and BPMN standards.

A. Knowledge Discovery Metamodel

The Knowledge Discovery Meta-model (KDM) [11] is a

standard defined by the Object Management Group (OMG)

and has become an international standard ISO/IEC 19506

ADM KDM [12]. The KDM specification defines a meta-

model for the modeling of different software artifacts in-

volved in a legacy system information. The KDM meta-

model provides an overview of the behavior, structure and

data from legacy systems [12] and it is divided into layers

that represent the logical and physical software assets at

various levels of abstraction [11].

KDM meta-model addressed the main challenges of mod-

ernization of legacy information systems and it is the main

standard among a set of standards defined by the OMG. The

meta-models are represented in XML (eXtensible Markup

Language) using the OMG standards, such as MOF (Meta-

Object Facility) and XMI (XML Meta-data Interchange).

Thus, the KDM allows: (I) store the facts about information

systems in a compliant structure; (II) analyze and reason

about KDM facts; (III) exchange KDM facts as XML

documents; and (IV) build tools so that parsing source code

in a given programming language to generate language-

independent and vendor-neutral facts about information sys-

tems [9].

The MoDisco is an Open Source Eclipse Project that

provides a Framework to the development of tools based

on models and offers an implementation of the KDM spec-

ification [10].

B. Business Process Model and Notation

The Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN) is a

standard for modeling business process created by the Busi-

ness Process Management Initiative (BPMI), whose main

goal is to provide an easily understandable notation for all

business users. A second equally important goal is to ensure

that languages designed to the execution of business process,

such as Business Process Execution Language (BPEL), can

be visually expressed in a common notation [11].

The BPMN modeling is done using diagrams with a small

set of graphical elements. The diagrams are simple and

intuitive, however, able to represent complex processes. The

notation organizes graphical aspects in specific categories,

namely: Flow Objects, Connecting Objects, Swimlanes and

Artifacts. Within the categories, variations and additional

information can be added to support requirements for com-

plexity without dramatically change the appearance of the

diagram [12].

The jBPM is a suite of Business Process Management

open source, developed in Java and distributed under Apache

license, which allows modeling, execution and monitoring

business process. Furthermore, jBPM allows also create

business process models in three ways: (I) from a graphical

editor; (II) from a XML file following the BPMN specifi-

cation; and (III) from Java factories using the jBPM API

[13].

III. PROPOSED APPROACH

Based on the presented concepts and technologies, this

paper proposes an approach to support the business process

recovery from source code. The approach aims at providing

a practical way to support the business process recovery

embedded in the source code of information systems, pro-

viding a reduction of time and effort expended to accomplish

this task. Additionally, the approach allows to represent the

recovered business process models in BPMN, an intuitive

graphical notation and easily understandable.

Figure 1 shows an overview of the proposed approach

described in BPMN. The process consists of three activi-

ties: Model Discovery, Business Elements Identification and

Business Process Representation.

The approach uses as input the source code of information

systems. From the source code, the activity Model Discovery
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Figure 1. Overview of the Proposed Approach.
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generates the KDM Platform-Independent Model (PIM).

This model aims at portraying the source code in a structure

based on XMI. From the PIM model, the activity Business

Process Identification applies a set of heuristic rules to

select the relevant code elements to business process. A

list of business elements is obtained by this activity. This

list is the own input PIM model, but modified to contain

only business elements. The next activity, Business Process

Representation, uses this list of business elements to build

the BPMN models though the BPM API. Finally, we have as

result the BPMN models that describe the business process

embedded in the information system source code.

A. Model Discovery

The Model Discovery activity aims to derive one or

more models of a given information system and represent

them in a uniform and homogeneous way through models.

Each models conforms to a given meta-model and has

a correspondence one-to-one with the source code. The

MoDisco is used as a support in this activity to generate

a PIM model from a given programming language source

code. The generated model contain the complete Abstract

Syntax Tree (AST) of application source code, the resolution

of the links between the identifiers in the source code and

the relationship between model elements [14].

Figure 2. A snippet of an Academic Management System Source Code.

Figure 2 illustrates an example of a snippet of an Aca-

demic Management System Source Code. This example

illustrates the Register class (2), responsible for the

enrollments register of the university. The class belongs

to br.ufscar.prograd.business package (1) and

contains some implemented methods (3). Among the im-

plemented methods, we have calculateAPI method (4)

that calculates the Academic Performance Index (API) of

students with active enrollments in classroom courses. The

calculateAPI method has two loops, one to register (5)

and one for enrollments (6). For each enrollment of each

register, is performed the sum of measures (7) that will be

used later to calculate the API (8).

Figure 3. A snippet of KDM Model generated through a snippet of an
Academic Management System Source Code.

Figure 3 illustrates a snippet of KDM model gener-

ated from the source code of the previous example. For

each element of source code, it creates a correspond-

ing element in KDM model. For example, the Register

class (2) in Figure 2, is represented by a CodeElement
with type code:ClassUnit and also marked as (2);

a Method such as calculateAPI method (4) in Fig-

ure 2, is represented by a CodeElement with type

code:MethodUnit and also marked as (4); a Loop For,

such as the (5), is also represented by a CodeElement but

with type action:ActionElement and kind foreach
and marked as (5); and so on.

B. Business Elements Identification

The Business Elements Identification activity applies a

set of heuristic rules into KDM model to obtain the relevant

business elements for the business process. These heuristic

rules are according with Business Process Patterns [15],

which defines standards of business process implementa-

tions, i.e., specifies the structure of source code elements

(described by KDM elements) that generate specific busi-

ness structures in BPMN models. These heuristic rules are

divided into two categories, inclusion rules and exclusion

rules.

The inclusion rules are responsible for select all the code

elements relevant to the business layer. While the exclusion

rules are responsible for exclude the code elements irrelevant

to the business layer. Thus, a code element relevant to

business layer should satisfy at least one inclusion rule and

simultaneously satisfy no exclusion rule. Accordingly, is

possible select more efficiently the business elements.

Some inclusion heuristic rules that compose the set are:

BPD Skeleton: creates the root structure of the model.

For each KDM code model, a new diagram is created, and

for each package of KDM code model, a pool element with

a nested process in the diagram is built.

Sequence: takes any callable piece of code from the KDM

code model and maps them into tasks in the diagram. In ad-
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dition, the sequence of calls to callable units is transformed

into a set of sequence flows in the same order between the

tasks built from the callable unit respectively.

Branching: transforms each conditional jump into an

exclusive gateway. Typically those exclusive conditional

branches are related with the if...then...else or switch clauses.

Collaboration: transforms each call to external callable

unit (i.e. API libraries or external components) into an

auxiliary task.

Input/Output Data: build a data object for each in-

put/output data involved in a callable unit in the KDM code

model.

Start: build a start event linked with the first task of the

diagram, i.e., the task that start the execution of program or

application.

Termination: build an end event linked with all end tasks,

i.e., the tasks that do not have any outgoing sequence flow.

Exception: transforms each call to callable unit under any

exception into an error intermediate event.

Additionally to these inclusion heuristic rules, the set

also consists of exclusion rules, such as Graphical Import

rule. This rule exclude any class that import graphical

libraries (javax.swing.*, java.awt.*, etc.), once it

is responsible for graphical objects and is irrelevant to the

business layer.

Another exclusion rule is Database Access, that

exclude any class that import database libraries

(com.mysql.jdbc.*, net.sf.hibernate.*,

etc.). Moreover, this rule build a pool to represent the

system’s database and, for each method invocation that

belongs to these class, a communication flow is created

between the caller task and the database pool.

At the end of this activity, a list of business elements is

obtained. This list is the own input PIM model, but modified

to contain only relevant code elements to business layer.

These business elements can be also represented by the

model illustrated in Figure 3 and will be used for the next

activity to build the BPMN models.

C. Business Process Representation

The Business Process Representation activity aims to gen-

erate understandable artifacts that describe business process.

This activity uses the list of business elements generated by

the previous activity and map these elements to BPMN ele-

ments. To support this activity is used the jBPM API, an API

that allows building BPMN models by Java programming

factories.

Figure 4 illustrates an example a Java factory of a

snippet of an Academic Management System, which cor-

responds to the mapping of business elements resulting

from previous activity. This example shows how to map

business elements to Java factories using jBPM API. A start

event is represented by a startNode, as well as an end

event is an endNode. There are two types of gateways:

splitNode and joinNode. Activities are represented as

actionNode and sub-processes as subProcessNode.

For more information, see [13].

Figure 4. A Java factory of a snippet of an Academic Management System
Source Code.

Similarly to the previous examples, the splitNode (5)

in this figure correspond to the same code segment marked

as (5) in Figures 2 and 3. As well as the actionNode (8) in

this figure correspond to the same code segment marked as

(8) in Figures 2 and 3, and so on.

The Figure 5 illustrates graphically the business process

described in Figure 4.
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Figure 5. A BPMN model of a snippet of an Academic Management
System Source Code.

IV. CASE STUDY

This section presents a case study to evaluate the ef-

fectiveness of the proposed approach. The case study was

performed in academic domain of Academic Management
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System (ProGradWeb1) into the Federal University of So

Carlos (UFSCar). The system was developed in Java and

consists of 60.9 KLOC, organized into 7 packages and 167

classes.

The effectiveness was measured by precision and recall.

Precision (1) measures the accuracy and fidelity of the

recovered business processes, defined as the number of

recovered relevant tasks divided by the total number of

recovered tasks. Recall (2) measures the completeness of

the recovered business processes, defined as the number

of recovered relevant tasks divided by the total number of

relevant tasks.

Precision =
|{relevant tasks}⋂{recovered tasks}|

|{recovered tasks}| (1)

Recall =
|{relevant tasks}⋂{recovered tasks}|

|{relevant tasks}| (2)

Although the Precision and Recall measures are sufficient,

there is an inverse relationship between them that makes

it difficult to evaluate. Thus, these metrics are usually

combined into a single measure, known as F-measure (3),

which consists of a weighted harmonic average of the two

measurements.

F-measure =
2 · Precision · Recall

Precision + Recall
(3)

Table I summarizes the obtained results from execution of

the proposed approach on the effectiveness, i.e., precision,

recall and F-measure. These measures are between [0,1] and

can vary from one system to another, although the tendency

is that recall be higher than precision.

Table I
OBTAINED RESULTS IN THE CASE STUDY.

Business Process Model

# Recovered Tasks 257
# Recovered Relevant Tasks 204
# Recovered Non-relevant Tasks 53
# Non-recovered Relevant Tasks 24
Precision 0.79
Recall 0.89
F-measure 0.84

According to Bender Method [16], precision and recall

above 0.72 and 0.88 respectively, are considered very high.

In addition, F-measure is considered very high if equal

or greater than 0.75. Therefore, as shown in Table I, the

obtained results are considered very high, which proves the

effectiveness of the proposed approach.

V. RELATED WORK

The problem of the preservation of business knowledge

is not new. Several years back reverse engineering applied

to the business process recovery of information systems has

been researched. Some works address the business process

1http://www.progradweb.ufscar.br/

recovery from the static analysis of several software artifacts,

while other works address the business process recovery

from the dynamic analysis. There are also studies that

address both analyzes (static and dynamic), and others that

dealing the problem more specifically according to their own

needs.

Wang et al. [17] provides a framework for the extraction of

business rules from large information systems based on the

static program slicing. However, the framework is not able

to represent the business knowledge in a comprehensible

form. Zou et al. [5] developed a model-driven framework

based on a set of heuristic rules that parse the source code

and extract business processes. However, the proposal is

not independent of platform or language. Paradauskas e
Laurikaitis [7] recover the business knowledge through in-

spection of data stored in databases, together with the appli-

cation source code. The evaluation of the proposal, however,

was performed through the development of a controlled

example. Ghose et al. [18] use text-based queries executed

in documentations to extract the business knowledge, but

this approach was validated using a simple example.

Eisenbarth et al. [19] present a technique for locating

business features based on dynamic analysis. However, this

proposal does not extract the business knowledge according

with business processes notation, and demonstrates applica-

bility by an example. Cai et al. [20] proposes an approach

that combines the requirements acquisition with the tech-

nique of static and dynamic analysis to extract complex busi-

ness processes that are triggered by external agents. Prez-
Castillo et al. [21] provide the MARBLE, a tool based on

the ADM standard which performs transformations between

models to recover business processes. The tool enables both

static analysis and dynamic analysis of source code. Di
Francescomarino et al. [22] recover business processes by

dynamic analysis of the Web GUI applications that run while

user navigation. Moreover, this study provides a clustering

algorithm to minimize the obtained business processes.

The main handicap these works is that most efforts are ad-

hoc proposals which are developed without standardization

and for specific platforms, technologies and contexts. This

lack of formalization and standardization creates problems

to replicate these techniques in large-scale projects. This

problem could be solved adopting, for example, standards

such as ADM / KDM, which provide a means to homogenize

models independently of platform.

VI. CONCLUSION

This paper presented an approach to support the business

processes recovery from source code in order to preserve

the valuable business knowledge embedded in information

systems. The proposed approach uses the static analysis, a

technique of reverse engineering to extract information from

information systems source code. Furthermore, the approach

is based on analysis of the KDM model, which allows the
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description of the source code of information systems in a

platform independent model.

The Approach consists of three activities: Model Dis-

covery, Business Elements Identification e Business Process

Representation; and allowed abstracting business processes

embedded in information systems source code and represent

them in BPMN models. The recovered BPMN models

together with other artifacts (source code, documentation,

etc.), provide larger subsidies to involved professionals un-

derstand more clearly what the system does and, conse-

quently, supports the software modernization process. Thus,

the approach contributes to extend the lifetime of informa-

tion systems and thereby helps to improve ROI.

The feasibility of the approach was confirmed by per-

forming a case study applied to a real system in the aca-

demic domain, showing success to recover business process

from source code. Although, the proposed approach did not

recover all relevant tasks, the case study demonstrated the

effectiveness by means of the precision and recall metrics,

with values 0.79 and 0.89 respectively. This review allowed

verifying the scalability of the proposed approach to large

information systems, i.e., information systems with more

than 100 KLOC.

As future work, will be developed a Domain Specific

Language (DSL) to describe the heuristics. Thus, the ap-

proach becomes refinable and easily maintained, since it

would allow the inclusion and/or exclusion of new rules.

Furthermore, the case study will be replicated for systems

developed to other platforms or languages in order to com-

pare the results.
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